
Dowsing during eclipses  

A report by Nigel Twinn 

For dowsers (and especially earth energy dowsers) eclipses of the sun or the moon 
offer unparalleled access to the greatest practical dowsing laboratory available to any 
of us, at any time. A big claim, maybe - but try it for yourself. 

As you will probably already be aware, an eclipse occurs when the sun, the moon and 
the earth line up in space and time. It is an occasion when energy lines and 
gravitational forces react in a spectacular manner, and right in front of you. Even the 
most hardened sceptical dowser would find it difficult to avoid the conclusion that 
something significant is altering very rapidly and on a grand scale during the brief 
period of the alignment of the celestial bodies. 

Those who have followed the astronomical exploits of my wife, Ros, and I over the 
years - which started with the washout of the 1999 total solar eclipse over Tavistock - 
will be familiar with the scenario of energy lines contracting, crystal auras expanding 
and just about everything else switching polarity for a short spell around the apex of 
the event. 

Eclipses are surprisingly common across the globe and, although it is certainly more 
fun to see the celestial fireworks right overhead, from a practical dowsing perspective 
you will get a perfectly positive reaction anywhere in the world. 

Information about forthcoming eclipses is easy to obtain from websites such as Time 
and Date, BAA or NASA. Just choose yourself something you know well in your own 
house or locality - maybe an energy line, a ley, an aura of something or someone. 
Almost anything ‘energetic’ will react to some extent. 

Interpreting the data you get is another matter. Like almost everything in dowsing, 
getting started is the easy bit - explaining what you experience is a bit more 
complicated. Whilst I am quite confident that you would be impressed by the eclipse 
dowsing experience, detaching the information gleaned from everything else that is 
going on in the cosmic background, the local environment and (dare I say it) yourself, 
is another matter entirely. 

There will be a very high profile total solar eclipse on 21st August this year - which will 
be seen right across the US. But you don’t have to give Mr Trump your tourist dollars 
to experience the essence of it. It will be a golden opportunity for dowsers all over the 
world (including us here in Devon) to sense and/or measure the earth’s physical, 
gravitational and electromagnetic fields - and, even more importantly, its subtle 
information base - being stretched and squashed by forces we can hardly imagine. 

By way of explanation, our latest eclipse data is attached, taken during an annular solar 
eclipse, which was only visible in South America and Africa. 

A series of eclipse reports and travelogues can be seen on www.nigeltwinn.org 

http://www.nigeltwinn.org/

